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ABSTRACT:  

            Working mother as a woman with the ability to combine a career with the added responsibility of 

raising a child. She is the main substance on the planet that is confronting such a changing stage in her life 

like birth as a girl, getting to be spouse, lastly becoming mother. The fundamental goal of this paper is to 

concentrate on issues and challenges faced by working mothers in the present period of 21st century and  

psychological perspective of their problems. 

Findings:  mutual relationship between work and family domains remains a challenge. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

            In the past in a customary family the man was in charge of all the budgetary issues and costs, and the 

lady for the bringing up of the youngsters and all the housework. Be that as it may, society has changed and 

alongside it the family structure as well; on numerous events today the ladies help their husbands with the 

monetary weight by working, however assisting isn't the main reason the present ladies work.  

            Today ladies are more independant and instructed than they were before and they offer equivalent 

rights and obligations as men. In any case, when ladies that work choose to get hitched and have youngsters 

as well and choose to keep working, at that point they should battle to adjust their household and expert jobs. 

Consequently as Harper and Richards point out in Mother and Working Mothers women look for and even 

train for " a job that would offer night and weekend or one in witch she could keep the children with her. ( 

125 ) . Yet many accept that ladies can not figure out how to adjust these jobs something that will influence 

adversely their jobs in their families on account of the passionate strain. The truth is altogether different. 

Arrangements do exist which a working mother can consider so as to help keep her child happy, her 

husband, and obviously herself.  

In other perspective  What government has done to strengthen the economic performance of women 

mother in India? 

RAJIV GANDHI NATIONAL CRECHE SCHEME FOR THE CHILDREN OF WORKING 

MOTHERS: 

             This scheme was launched Ministry of the woman and child development. Most of the women after 

childbirth dropout from the labour force in order to take care of their child. So, the main objective of this 

programme is to provide a nursery where babies and young children are taken care during the working day. 

Due to this women get an opportunity to work within or outside their homes. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 

Anuradha nayak and mrinalini pandey (2005) examined that variables related to work life conflict and 

conceptual model of work life balance and imbalance . It concluded with remarkable interference of work 
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demand related to work family conflicts (WFC) and family demand related to family work conflict (FWC) 

and leads to work life imbalance, negative impact of women employee at organization and at home. 

K.thriveni kumar and v.ramadevi (2013) observed that the 21st centaury of women employee faced by the 

major challenges and issue of the work life balance and maintain the balance between responsibilities at 

work and at home. Addressed different aspects of conceptual framework of WLB and impact of 

demographic variables on work life balance. Suggested that organization need to adopt the human resource 

new strategies and policies  to accommodate the work life need that leads to workforce in the current 

situation. 

Esther (2016) observed the impact of work family conflict on working  mothers career development. Critical 

analyzed that work family conflicts consists of time, strain, and behavioral conflict had negative effects on 

working mothers development. Career development is necessary for organization effectiveness, moreover 

taking necessary prevention and plan of action in ensuring employee career development is paramount. Point 

out that WFC mutual compromise between work and family domains remains a hindrances. 

OBJECTIVES: 

 To understand the challenges and issue of working moms 

 To describe about the psychological aspects of working mothers. 

 

 

 

2:0 CHALLENGES OF WORKING MOTHERS: 

Problem At Work Place      Problem At Family 

 

 Gender Bias                                                                              * Family Duty  

 Insufficient Maternity Leave                                                    * Time Balance 

 Mental And Physical Harassment                                            * Mothers Responsibility 

 Unequal Pay                                                                             * Business Tour/ Training 

 Leadership                                                                                * Health Fitness 

 

 

2:1 Gender bias: 

             Sex predispositions start to occur at an in all respects beginning time for Indian women. It is 

exceptionally hard to acknowledge the way that women are additionally fit for working shoulder to bear with 

men. Indian culture bolsters male predominance in all major, significant and testing undertakings while 
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working moms  are viewed as frail and just equipped for bearing lesser work weight at the work place. The 

potential and abilities of Indian women have dependably been thought little of in respect of their 

enrollments, pay issues and advancements. In numerous families, regardless of whether lady is working, her 

everything pay rates are given to her significant other, father-in-law or senior individual from the family and 

along these lines, her autonomy is on the shallow dimension . In spite of the fact that working mom is 

working, still she needs to rely upon someone. 

2.2 Balancing Personnel and Professional life : 

             It is a major test for Indian working mothers to keep up a harmony between their work and family. 

She has the obligation to satisfy every one of the desires for relatives and especially from children. In India, 

the vocation and expert goals are as yet considered as auxiliary for mothers. In dominant part of the families, 

there is an absence of enthusiastic and good help given to the working mothers. What's more, in the 

meantime, there are numerous official desires and due dates that mothers need to satisfy to proceed with 

their activity. In this sort of double jobs to wind up flawless in all undertakings, the working mothers fill 

especially worried in her everyday life .  

 

2.3  Insufficient Maternity Leave: 

             working mother feel that they should show improvement over their male associate. This prompts 

higher desires and productivity by their manager. This kind of condition makes strain for lady. Deficient 

Maternity leave is additionally the reason for worry for working women as they need to deal with their child 

just as accomplish the objectives given to them in office. Indian working women additionally feels unbound 

at their working environment. 

2.4 Unimportant personnel space: 

              Working moms  need to keep up a harmony between their families and profession on the off chance 

that they need to make freedom and progress in their lives. In this problem, women get eager. They attempt 

to build their working force for their work which makes them ailing in rest. They step by step feel baffled 

and powerless in light of the fact that nobody is there to help and bolster them. They now and then feel 

segregated and because of this, they need to confront numerous passionate and mental issues. A sleeping 

disorder and wretchedness are two noteworthy mental issues that working mom more often than not 

experience the ill effects of. They feel a tremendous absence of faculty space. They lack the capacity to deal 

with themselves. They feel unfit to impart their emotions to anybody since they realize that nobody will get 

them. Under this mental weight, they are left with just two choices: either to surrender the activity or to 

acknowledge the gloom as a piece of their working life. 

3:1 PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF PROBLEM: 

Stress: Researchers over the world have discovered that the feelings of anxiety of working moms is a lot 

higher when contrasted with those ladies who commit all their opportunity to either child rearing or working. 

Overseeing the two jobs and continually performing multiple tasks can be extremely hard and burdening on 

their body and brain. This frequently prompts the ladies venting out their disappointment and outrage on 

their families, which prompts coerce and significantly more pressure. This issue is much increasingly 

articulated in single working moms. 

Medical problems: The overabundance remaining task at hand looked by working ladies puts a ton of strain 

on different pieces of the body, prompting different medical problems, for example, asthma, joint 

inflammation, heart issues, lack of sleep, and body torment over the long haul. While the additional cash got 
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by a working lady can give a more beneficial way of life to her family, the absence of consideration and 

supervision can likewise prompt negative consequences for their wellbeing.  

Dealing with Sick Children: One of the significant challenges of being a working mother is that dealing 

with a weak youngster frequently falls on the lady. This is on the grounds that the dad for the most part 

acquires more and his activity is believed to be progressively significant. Be that as it may, in light of the 

fact that businesses give paid wiped out leaves just to unwell workers, ladies need to utilize their yearly 

leaves or take unpaid leaves to watch out for the tyke. Hence, ladies need progressively adaptable hours, 

parental leaves, and getting businesses.  

Division of Housework: Statistics demonstrate that men have begun to take much greater duty in doing 

family tasks nowadays, when contrasted with the men of the 1970s. Nonetheless, ladies still need to hold up 

under the significant heap of family unit obligations. Working moms likewise need to work comparable 

hours to full-time mothers, and work more than working dads, and those working low maintenance have the 

longest working hours of all. This prompts a genuine awkwardness between their expert and individual lives, 

prompting uncommon results, for example, less youngsters and higher separation rates.  

Working environment Problems: On a normal, working moms procure lesser than ladies without 

youngsters in spite of their capability and duty to their employments. These ladies are additionally frequently 

alienated or victimized, as they might be stereotyped as being less committed to the work when contrasted 

with ladies who don't have youngsters. This prompts low employment fulfillment, mental issues, and more 

prominent odds of leaving the place of employment.  

Absence of Intimacy with Spouses: Another real objection by working moms is the decrease of closeness 

with their mates. Exhaustion, stress, and outrage towards their mate for not doing a lot of family unit tasks, 

are viewed as the real reasons for this issue.  

Absence of Time for Personal Interests: Taking opportunity for common exercises, for example, setting 

off to the recreation center or having a night out with companions, is hard for working moms because of an 

absence of accessible leisure time. Regardless of whether they do discover time, they are some of the time 

excessively drained, and the main point in life appears to remove more opportunity to rest every day. This 

sort of conduct consistently, prompts gloom and fractiousness. 

4:1 ISSUES: 

I. ISSUES RELATED TO THE "FAMILY" AND  SOCIETY: 

Upbringing: interestingly, the primary essential perception that made was around how a lady's childhood 

had a significant effect in her very own meaning of what is anticipated from a "mother", her own self-esteem 

and her job at home and in the public arena. The majority of this decides if she keeps on working in the wake 

of turning into a mother. In numerous cases, the impact of your childhood can definitely modify your 

profession way once you become a mother. 

 Rise of "atomic families": the other truth of India today is the expanding ascent of family units. In such a 

set-up, it is basic for one of the parent to assume a functioning job during the early long periods of youngster 

development and advancement. In greater part of the cases, again the mother takes a lifelong break. 

Furthermore, after the break, it certainly sets aside effort for your vocation to develop and thrive. This 

includes some significant pitfalls as far as both vocation development and money related profit.  

Unequal partnerships at home : husband's hands-off approach: this is to some degree identified  one's 

childhood and molding decide how hands-on or hands-off the spouse/father is inside the four dividers. In a 

few Indian homes, there are "unequal associations". Following a long tiring day. Even when the working 

mother fills in as hard/in some cases considerably harder as her husband, when she returns home ,she is as 
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yet expected to cook, clean and deal with home-work and take care of different requests of the spouse/kids 

and keep up the house. Over some undefined time frame  this adds to the feelings of anxiety, and can deplete 

working moms that they begin failing to meet expectations at work, or they re-align their own desires for 

themselves.  

The "6c" children of the new era: children of this age are complex, confident, communicative, 

commanding, competent and  complicated children. What's more, they are on the whole presumably great. 

Only that as a working mother, managing a 6c youngster each and every day just adds to what any mother 

needs to suffer, tune in, do and manage regularly. 

II. CONSTRAINED ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT DURING CHANGE STAGES:  

Most working mother's experiences a period of progress when their kids are little but then to begin formal 

training. During this stage, the most significant factor that can have any kind of effect is adaptability at the 

work place. While a few associations do give some dimension of adaptability to ladies, and it is high on the 

need list for a few others . There is an extensive time slack among approach and activity. Such a large 

number of working moms need to settle on intense decisions , which can come at the expense of their 

youngster's childhood or their own proficient development. These vocation breaks again include some 

significant pitfalls as far as a moms proficient achievement.  

Limited mentorship/guidance for working ladies during change phases: having a "genuine coach" can 

have a sea of effect in the life and profession of working moms. Not with standing, the pitiful truth of today 

is that many working moms have never truly had tutors; thus they don't have a clue having one or why a 

guide can matter in your life. A coach can give the genuinely necessary ear, shoulder and viewpoint on the 

best way to deal with profession advances, vocation breaks/brakes and furthermore give a long haul vocation 

see on the most proficient method to deal with a significant number of the basic profession achievements. 

FINDINGS: 

 There is a mutual reconciliation between work and family domains remains a challenge. 

 It discovered that the feeling of anxiety and stress of working mom is direct relatively to their 

imbalance of work and family life. 

CONCLUSION: 

The paper talked about the issues and difficulties of working women in the present period of 21st century. 

We understand that being a working mother is tough. Often, new mothers get stuck in career limbo. Juggling 

family and career, they try hard to put on a smile to face a day of endless activities. While short maternity 

leaves, lack of flexible working hours, the wage gap, and an inability to give enough time to their young 

ones pose challenges, the supermoms move forward undeterred to succeed at both the workplace and home. 

Additionally working moms need to make appropriate game plans for the consideration of their youngsters 

to make child care course of action.  She need progressively mental and social help from the general public 

and family just as overseeing body. 
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